


True value added solutions for better cooperation, 
openness and security Hancom Office 2014 VP(Value Pack)  

The optimized tool for efficient communications.
Hancom Office 2014 VP supports the real-time cooperation simultaneously throughout the office communicator. 

Hwp, Hcell, and Hshow enables users to edit documents with others at the same time and cooperate without 

connecting Internet by a inner network. Moreover, The Standard-document format, such as HWPX(OWPML), 

OOXML, ODF, PDF, and so on can be supported by HancomOffice, which gives users its convenience. 

Anytime, Anywhere Hancom Office.
Hancom Office 2014 VP makes users manage a diversity of the Cloud Storage including Dropbox and  Google 

Drive into one by Cloud Storage Service. Also, it can make users post documents on their own SNS 

immediately and easily. 

Don’t worry about malignant codes and
personal information with Hancom Office.
The function of a blocking malignant code protects users from malignant codes in advance. Also, the function 

of a private information-explorer enables users to manage their own information including Social Security 

number, mobile phone number, account number, credit card number, IP address, email address, 

and so on in a safe environment. From now on, users can enjoy the safer office environment than before. 

Beyond convenience,Value added

Hancom Office 2014 VP          

Hancom Office 2014 VP is able to activate the touch frame icon automatically on the device of touch based on 
Window8, which will give users convenient working environment.

Just one time touch, it leads to the finished. 



Hwp 2014 VP has enhanced the compatibility by supporting the standard file format. It also enables users to insert 
video-clips from the website like Youtube into their own document that can be played on its document immediately. 
Moreover, many kinds of convenient functions including searching dictionary in real time, printing a booklet-type, and 
scrolling through pages horizontally are supported for the efficiency on working documents. 

Hwp 2014 VP 
The convenience of working document, 

Searching real-time dictionary and typing common-use words 

Users can find the meaning of words simultaneously with inserting the 
words, and insert the registered common-use words without any delay. 

Enhance table of contents function

When creating a table of contents,  automaticcally hyperlink
generated. When page is changed by adding/deleting contents to
existing document, changed parts automatically updated.

Page numbering function improved and it is possible to scroll 

through pages horizontally

A page number can be placed in any blank area on the right/left side 
margins as well as the upper/lower margins. The starting page number can 
also be designated by users. Additionally, users can edit their document 
while scrolling between pages horizontally.

Printing function as booklet-type provided

The document with several pages can be printed out by the real-type book, 
which means that the page number can be arranged automatically, and two 
pages can be printed out on just one pages. 

The function of transferring braille

The fuction of transforming braille enables users to change Korean alphabet 
into braille without another trasform programs. 

Support the standard-format

The standard-document format ,such as HWPX(OWPML), OOXML, ODF, 
PDF, and so on can be supported by HancomOffice, which gives users its 
convenience. 

Video-clip link on Youtube supported

The video-clips from website like Youtube can be played on its documents 
without delay

Interlocking with Internet dictionary

As dictionary provided by Daum corporation is interlocked with Hwp, users 
can take advantage of dictionary onto their own document more easily and 
quickly . Also, by collaborating with the specialized institution, Hwp provides 
users with the Hamcholom pont and Chinese character. 

Upgrade for users’ convenience

Use Internet resources Freely



Hcell 2014 VP can support 105 million line, upgraded 72 charts, 190 figure effect, pivot table, auto-filter, taking care of 
majority of data. It is just only one spreadsheet in the world.  

Enjoy with data freely, 

Accouting field on pivot table added  
By referring the original data in pivot tables, users can count a variety of 
modifications. 

Easy to use Auto-filter
Hcell 2014 VP has added a text, number, and data filters to filter the complex 
data systematically. Moreover, by identifying the data-type automatically, 
it offers the convenience for users

Compatibility enhanced by supporting standard-format 
ODS file-format, OOXML file-format, VBA, and VBS are supported, which 
leads to management for massive capacity of documents.

Chart effect enhanced and design developed 
Users can alter the type, layout, and ingredients of charts and apply diverse 
effect.  
 
The colorful figure effects
Sophisticated and colorful figures can be realized with newly added figure 
engines by supporting the shadow, refiection, and neon.

My only one Data manager

Easy to see spreadsheet

Hcell 2014 VP

Add Sparklines

Spartlines are tiny chart that simple pattern chart in worksheet cell.

If you modify the origianl date, you can see the changes immediately
on the screen, so you can easily identify the changes. 

Enhanced Conditional formatting function

Using conditioanl formatting, you can easily identify the data by highlightened
the cell wich is in range of specific condition.

Also, you can easily analysis data by applying data bars, icon and color.



Video Editor
Users can edit the video-clip promptly and to insert it into Materials, which 
can be satisfied with both audience’s vision and auditory. 

Album maker 
Album maker enables users to insert the desirable pictures and images into 
slides with an album theme, which can be sensible materials eventually. 

Apply for character effect
The gradient, pattern, and texture can be applied to the character as well as 
the figure. 

Real-time effect on slideshow / transition effect/ theme show  
While the presentation, it can highlight the contents users want to 
emphasize, which enables them to send more effective messages. It 
supports 60 types of 2D or 3D transition effect and diverse theme shows.  

Plentiful design setting 
By the Hshow theme including many types of templates and design library 
including controlling figure setting, users can make better materials.  

Hshow 2014 VP is a presentation program, with which users is able to design the effective materials to give audiences a 
variety of information with 40 themes, 150 design setting, outstanding figures, tables, style editing, video editing, and 
so on.  

Express individuality into presentation,

The function of tables enhanced
Throughout a formula, you can also count the data automatically, and 
throughout the function of auto-fill, you can insert the data easily. 

Standard-file format supported 
Because Hshow 2014 VP has the compatibility with PPT, PPTX and support ODF 
that is a ODF format, users can edit materials conveniently. 

DIY(Do It Yourself) Presentation

Create your data smarter

Hshow 2014 VP


